
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

RECOGNITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELENCE  

 

 

May 2nd, 2017 

 

The Ministry of the Environment and Natural resources (hereinafter, the “Ministry”), published on the Federations Official 

Diary the Call to any enterprise that were previously certified on the Environmental Development Level 2 (hereinafter, the 

“Certificate”), that proves the continuous improvement on its environmental development, commitment with environment 

preservation and social responsibility with the environment, in other words, those enterprises that demonstrate exceling 

actions on taking care of the environment.  

 

What are the objectives of the recognition? This recognition seeks to motivate the productive sector of goods and 

services to adopt the technology and practices that privilege the prevention of environmental pollution, reduction of the water 

and carbon footprint and minimization of environmental risk. Also, it seeks to stimulate the implementation of eco-efficient 

environmental practices that improve enterprise competition and contribute to sustainability; just like encouraging the 

leadership and social environmental responsibility to all organizations enrolled in the Auditing Environmental National 

Program and in the industrial sector of the country.  

 

Which are the enrollment requirements? The enterprises interested shall enroll through an incorporation request at the 

latest on May 16th, 2017, were they manifest the following: (i) enterprises profile: it’s the description of its activities, mission, 

vision, values, goals and environmental objectives; (ii) the environmental development and its indicators of development: it 

refers to the strategies applied to processes, products and services with the purpose of protecting and preserving the 

environment, increasing the eco-efficiency and elevating the enterprise’s environmental development, whit its results; (iii) the 

reduction of environmental risk and vulnerability: it consists on the strategies to protect and preserve the environment and 

administration of environmental risks, just like the quantitative results they have reached; (iv) social environment 

responsibility: mentioning the reforestation programs, environmental education or any that the enterprise has implemented; 

and (v) productive chain: it refers to the actions of induction in its productive chain for the adoption of practices to improve 

environmental development, and the results obtained.  

 

Which are the responsibilities of the creditors to the recognition? By receiving the recognition, the enterprises 

compromise themselves to: (i) promote the sustainable development in the business environment; (ii) conduct themselves with 

ethics in their activities and productive processes of the environment; and (iii) maintain a process of certification within the 

Auditing Environmental National Program. Also, they shall participate in the National Environmental Excellence Congress, 

organized by the Federal Procurator of Environmental Protection, sharing their primary achievements and strategies that led 

them to obtain the recognition.  
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What benefits does the recognition gives the enterprises? Besides the recognition to those that demonstrate the 

continuous improvement of its environmental development, exemplary commitment with the preservation of the environment 

and manifest social responsibility with it; the award is given in a public event and grants the winner the right to use the 

Environmental Excellence Hallmark 2017.     
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